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 -EPK/DLC/ARTICLE 09.06.2016 - 21:06 - This is english version with romaji. and fixed some subtitles. They should not change their position. * NOTE FOR BOTH VERSIONS : I added some free stuff after testing game for few days - the content I used is complete and not based on my previous content. ( NOTE : THE SCREENSHOTS BELOW ARE FROM THE ENG ENGLISH VERSION ) *
NOTE : The screenshots below are from the English version Hi all, my name is "Sumo" from "Mr.Wizard's", and I'm very excited to be the first person to release a high quality official walkthrough for Pure Fishing with the full version, and fixed subtitles (using subtitles.zip) with the romaji. Pure Fishing v241 (PNG), is the most popular game on steam, with over 5 millions of players! In this version

I'd like to release a final version asap (with all the important changes and the new content I've added). Some key points : - Improved PC compatibility - Full romaji (all the dialogues are romaji) - Fixed subtitles for all languages (even english). - Improved English subtitles (no translation error) - Added the ability to toggle between 720p and 1080p with a hotkey - Added a romaji text format to the
subtitles.zip - Added the 6.4.1 update version to the romaji.zip (the game will auto-install it if needed) - Added a small new feature (don't know yet what this will be used for) Please read the attached documents thoroughly and enjoy the game! Thank you for using my subtitles. - ALL GAME CREDITS I do not claim any game rights. I just created a romaji version of the game. You can also read more

about it on my blog : (NOTE : I use only one of the existing PureFishing romaji, not both) Disclaimer : 520fdb1ae7
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